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CLINICAL SCIENCE

Classification of Limbal Stem Cell Deficiency Using Clinical
and Confocal Grading

Carolina Aravena, MD,*† Kansu Bozkurt, MD,*‡ Pichaya Chuephanich, MD,*§
Chantaka Supiyaphun, MD,*¶ Fei Yu, PhD,*k and Sophie X. Deng, MD, PhD*

Purpose: To grade the severity of limbal stem cell deficiency
(LSCD) based on the extent of clinical presentation and central
corneal basal epithelial cell density (BCD).

Methods: This is a retrospective observational comparative study
of 48 eyes of 35 patients with LSCD and 9 eyes of 7 normal subjects
(controls). Confocal images of the central cornea were acquired. A
clinical scoring system was created based on the extent of limbal and
corneal surface involvement. LSCD was graded as mild, moderate,
and severe stages based on the clinical scores. The degree of BCD
reduction was given a score of 0 to 3.

Results: Compared with BCD in controls, BCD decreased by 23.0%,
40.4%, and 69.5% in the mild, moderate, and severe stages of LSCD
classified by the clinical scoring system, respectively. The degree of
BCD reduction was positively correlated with larger limbal and corneal
surface involvement and when the central visual axis was affected (all
P # 0.0005). Mean corrected distance visual acuity logarithm of
the minimum angle of resolution was 0.0 6 0.0 in control eyes, 0.2 6
0.5 in mild LSCD, 0.6 6 0.4 in moderate LSCD, and 1.6 6 1.1 in
severe LSCD (P , 0.0001). There was a significant correlation
between a higher clinical score and corrected distance visual acuity
logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (rho = 0.82; P, 0.0001)
and a greater decrease in BCD (rho = 20.78; P , 0.0001).

Conclusions: A clinical scoring system was developed to assess
the extent of clinical presentation of LSCD. A classification system

to grade the severity of LSCD can be established by combining the
BCD score with the clinical score.

Key Words: limbal stem cell deficiency, limbal stem cell, classifi-
cation system, in vivo confocal microscopy, diagnosis

(Cornea 2019;38:1–7)

Corneal epithelial limbal stem cells (LSCs) maintain the
integrity of the corneal surface, and they are located at the

basal layer of the limbal epithelium.1–3 Limbal stem cell
deficiency (LSCD) is often present in many common ocular
pathologic conditions such as multiple surgeries, drug toxicity,
chronic inflammation, Stevens–Johnson syndrome, and
chemical injury.

The diagnosis of LSCD is currently based mainly on
history and clinical presentation. Clinical manifestations of
LSCD vary in the severity and extent of involvement. Classic
clinical signs include stippling fluorescein staining, epithelial
opacity or persistent late fluorescein staining in a vortex
pattern, recurrent epithelial defects, and neovascularization of
the corneal surface.4–6 However, these clinical signs can be
subtle in LSCD and are not pathognomonic. In addition, these
signs are seen in other conditions that do not have LSCD as
a component. Moreover, at the time of presentation, in
patients with partial LSCD, very early and subtle changes
can be missed by clinical examination alone.

Laboratory tests are helpful in confirming the diagnosis
of LSCD. For many years, impression cytology has been the
standard diagnostic test for LSCD,7 but the false-negative rate
is high, mostly because the goblet cell deficiency seen in
LSCD is also seen in many other coexisting conditions and
sampling errors. Cytokeratins have been proposed as markers
of conjunctival epithelial cells in the diagnosis of LSCD;
however, the sensitivity of detection methods needs to be
confirmed in larger clinical studies. Moreover, these tests are
not quantitative of the degree of LSCD.8,9

In vivo laser scanning confocal microscopy has been
used to evaluate and quantify the microstructural changes in
the corneal and limbal epithelium in eyes with different
degrees of LSCD that was graded on the basis of clinical
presentation.10–14 Significant microstructural changes associ-
ated with early LSCD and corneal basal epithelial cell density
(BCD) and subbasal nerve density were identified as potential
parameters for the diagnosis and severity assessment of
LSCD. Recently, our group has demonstrated that epithelial
thickness, central corneal BCD, limbal BCD, and subbasal
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nerve density are significantly decreased in eyes with LSCD
and that the degree of reduction correlates with the severity of
LSCD.15–17

To date, a scoring system to classify LSCD has not been
established, in part because of a lack of a specific and
quantitative diagnostic method for LSCD. In light of the
new findings of quantifiable parameters for characterization of
LSCD severity, we investigated a possible correlation between
clinical grading and central corneal BCD, and whether
a system to grade the severity of LSCD based on clinical
presentation and central corneal BCD was feasible.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We conducted a retrospective, observational, cross-

sectional, comparative study in a single center, which was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA Institutional Review Board
#10-001601). The described research adhered to the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki, and the work is HIPAA compliant.
Appropriate consent was obtained before initiation of the study.

The medical records of patients with the diagnosis of
LSCD based on clinical presentation who were seen from 2010
to 2015 were reviewed. Impression cytology was performed in
25 patients who gave permission for the test. Each patient
underwent comprehensive eye examination, slit-lamp micros-
copy and photography, and in vivo laser scanning confocal
microscopy. Impression cytology was performed for 13 patients
who were willing to undergo the test to confirm the diagnosis of
LSCD. Corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) and images
previously acquired by confocal imaging were reviewed. Nine
eyes of 7 normal subjects without ocular disease as indicated by
slit-lamp examination and without a history of ocular disease or
ocular surgery were selected as the control group.

Confocal Microscopy Analysis
Z-scan images were taken by the Heidelberg Retina

Tomograph III Rostock Corneal Module Confocal Microscope
(Heidelberg Engineering GmBH, Dossenheim, Germany).
A minimum of 3 volume scans of the central cornea were
collected. The volume scans with minimal motion artifacts were
selected for analysis. The 3 image frames of the central corneal
basal cell layer that best showed cellular morphology were
selected. A defined area in the image was selected for the cell
count in the area without compression artifact if present. Each
image frame was 400 · 400 mm. Two independent, masked
observers then proceeded to measure central corneal BCD in all 3
images according to the protocol established by the manufacturer
as previously reported.14 If there was a significant difference in
BCD measured by the 2 observers, a third masked independent
observer performed a third measurement, and only the 2 closest
central corneal BCD measurements were used for the analysis.

Clinical Scoring System and LSCD
Severity Classification

Two independent observers evaluated clinical manifes-
tations of LSCD, that is, stippling or late fluorescein staining,

fluorescein staining or epithelial opacity in a vortex pattern,
epithelial defects, and vascularization of the cornea. A clinical
scoring system to grade LSCD presentation was created on
the basis of 3 criteria (Fig. 1).

1. Limbus: A score of 1 to 4 points was based on the
extent of limbal involvement as follows: 1 point for
limbal involvement extending from 1 to 3 clock hours,
2 points for limbal involvement extending from 4 to 6
clock hours, 3 points for limbal involvement from 7 to 9
clock hours, and 4 points for limbal involvement from
10 to 12 clock hours.

2. Corneal surface: The corneal surface was divided into 4
areas that were perpendicular to the axis of greatest
corneal involvement. A score of 1 to 4 was assigned to
eyes with the corresponding number of areas that
were affected.

3. Visual axis: The visual axis area was defined as a central
corneal area within a 4-mm diameter. A score of 2 was
assigned if the central visual axis was involved and 0 if
it was not involved.

The total score was the sum of all points from the above
3 clinical criteria (range of total scores, 2–10 points).
The minimum score was 2 because a clinical diagnosis of
LSCD requires involvement of at least 1 clock hour of the
limbus and 1 corneal surface.

Based on the final score, the stages of LSCD were
classified as mild (2–4 points), moderate (5–7 points), and
severe (8–10 points) based on clinical grading.

We performed a reverse analysis based on the degree of
BCD reduction to classify the degree of LSCD. The range in
the area between 0 and 8576 cells/mm2 was divided into 3
subgroups: mild BCD reduction (5501–8576 cells/mm2, n =
22), moderate BCD reduction (2501–5500 cells/mm2, n =
15), and severe BCD reduction (0–2500 cells/mm2, n = 7). A
score of 1, 2, and 3 was assigned to mild, moderate, and
severe BCD reduction, respectively. A total revised final
score was generated by adding clinical grading and
BCD grading.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with SAS software

version 9.4 (SAS, Inc, Cary, NC). P # 0.05 was considered
statistically significant. The differences in the mean values of
continuous variables with a skewed distribution [eg, age,
BCD, CDVA in logarithm of the minimum angle of
resolution (logMAR)] between the patient subgroups were
compared by the Kruskal–Wallis test, and the differences in
the percentages of categorical variables between the patient
subgroups were compared by the Fisher exact test. Spearman
correlation coefficient was used to investigate the potential
correlation among the final clinical total score, BCVA,
and BCD.

RESULTS
Forty-eight eyes of 35 patients diagnosed with LSCD

and 9 eyes of 7 normal patients (controls) were included in
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the study. According to the clinical score system that we
applied to classify severity, LSCD was classified as mild in 18
eyes (38%), as moderate in 17 eyes (35%), and as severe in 13
eyes (27%).

Table 1 summarizes the patients’ demographic features.
Median ages were 55.5 years (range, 24–94 years) for the
patients with LSCD and 48.5 years (range, 27–88 years) for
the control. Mean age with SD is listed in Table 1. There was
no significant difference in age (P = 0.11) or sex (P = 0.49)
between the control and LSCD groups. The leading etiologies
of LSCD were contact lens wear (n = 15; 31.3%), multiple
ocular surgeries (n = 13; 27.1%), drug toxicity (n = 5; 10.4%),
Stevens–Johnson syndrome (n = 4; 8.3%), and chronic eye
inflammation (n = 4; 8.3%). The average final clinical score
was 2.7 6 0.8 points (range, 2–4 points) for mild LSCD,
6.2 6 0.8 points (range, 5–7 points) for moderate LSCD, and
9.5 6 0.8 points (range, 8–10 points) for severe LSCD. Eyes
with central clinical involvement had a higher mean clinical
score (5.8 6 1.9) than did those without central involvement
(3.2 6 1.2, P , 0.0001), even when 2 points for central
involvement were not added.

Mean central corneal BCD was 9252 6 445 cells/
mm2 (range, 8576–9948 cells/mm2) in the control group
and 5387 6 2798 cells/mm2 (range, 0–9472 cells/mm2) in
the LSCD group (P , 0.0001). A number of zero was given
when no cells were detected on the confocal image. When

the mean BCD of the LSCD group (all with different
clinical scores) was compared with that of the control
group, there was a trend toward a decrease in BCD in the
central cornea in eyes with higher clinical scores. When the
BCD values of the LSCD severity subgroups were com-
pared with the BCD of the control group, central corneal
BCD was reduced by 23.0% in the mild stage subgroup
(7121 6 1553 cells/mm2), 40.4% in the moderate stage
subgroup (5512 6 2171 cells/mm2), and 69.5% in the
severe stage group (2821 6 3050 cells/mm2) (P , 0.0001)
(Table 2 and Fig. 2, left). Using the Spearman correlation
coefficient, a higher total clinical score was found to
significantly correlate with a decrease in central corneal
BCD (rho = 20.78, P , 0.0001).

Central corneal BCD significantly decreased with more
clock hours of limbal involvement. Mean BCD was 7111 6
1492 cells/mm2 when 1 to 3 clock hours (n = 17) of the
limbus were involved, 5554 6 2275 cells/mm2 when 4 to 6
clock hours (n = 16) were involved, 5835 6 2057 cells/mm2

when 7 to 9 clock hours (n = 6) were involved, and 1532 6
2441 cells/mm2 when 10 to 12 clock hours (n = 9) of the
limbus were involved (P , 0.0001).

BCD also significantly decreased with more corneal
surface areas affected. Mean BCD was 7488 6 1589 cells/
mm2 when 1 area (n = 9) of the corneal surface was involved,
65886 1542 cells/mm2 when 2 areas (n = 17) were involved,

FIGURE 1. Representative diagram of the LSCD clinical grading system. Limbus involvement in clock hours (top panel), corneal
surface area (middle panel), and visual axis involvement (bottom panel) criteria are shown. Slit-lamp photograph of an eye with
a total score of 6 points, classified as the moderate stage of LSCD (far right panel).
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48346 2361 cells/mm2 when 3 areas (n = 10) were involved,
and 2567 6 2967 cells/mm2 when 4 areas (n = 12) were
involved (P , 0.0001). In addition, BCD was significantly
less in eyes with visual axis involvement (4121 6 2913 cells/
mm2, n = 27) than in eyes without involvement in the visual
axis (7013 6 1559 cells/mm2, n = 21; P = 0.0005).

The superior limbus was the most commonly affected
region (85.4% of eyes [41/48]), the inferior limbus was the
next most commonly affected area (50% of eyes [24/48]), and
the temporal and nasal limbus were least affected (48% of
eyes [23/48]). When the limbal location that was affected was
compared with the same region but unaffected in eyes with
sectoral LSCD, we found a greater decrease in central corneal
BCD if the affected quadrants were the inferior (affected
inferior, 39746 2670 cells/mm2, n = 24; vs. unaffected, 6799
6 2170 cells/mm2, n = 24), the nasal (affected nasal, 4085 6
2977 cells/mm2, n = 23; vs. unaffected, 6583 6 2023 cells/
mm2, n = 25), and the temporal quadrants (affected temporal,
4191 6 2953 cells/mm2, n = 23; vs. unaffected, 6486 6 2170
cells/mm2, n = 25) (P # 0.005 for all comparisons). There
was no difference between BCD in eyes that superior
quadrant was involved (5396 6 2977 cells/mm2, n = 41)
versus eyes with clinically normal superior quadrant (5330 6
1492 cells/mm2, n = 7; P = 0.51).

Mean CDVA in logMAR was 0.0 6 0.0 in the control
group and 0.7 6 0.9 in the LSCD group. Visual acuity
decreased with the severity of the disease to 0.2 6 0.5 in the

mild, 0.6 6 0.4 in the moderate, and 1.6 6 1.1 in the severe
stage group (P , 0.0001, Fig. 2, right). Similar to that
observed with BCD reduction, visual acuity significantly
decreased with more clock hours of the limbus involved,
more areas of corneal surface affected, and if the visual axis
was involved (P , 0.0001 for all comparisons). Spearman
correlation coefficient suggested that a higher total score
significantly correlates with a decrease in visual acuity (rho =
0.82, P , 0.0001).

Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of
BCD in control subjects and those with LSCD revealed
the lower cutoff value for BCD that signifies possible LSC
dysfunction was 8576 cells/mm2, and the resulting sensitiv-
ity and specificity were 91.7% and 100%, respectively (see
Supplemental Figure 1, Supplemental Digital Content 1,
http://links.lww.com/ICO/A720). Because BCD is a quanti-
tative and more objective parameter of LSCD grading, we
performed a reverse analysis based on the degree of BCD
reduction to classify the degree of LSCD. The range in the
area between 0 and 8576 cells/mm2 was divided into 3
subgroups: mild BCD reduction (5501–8576 cells/mm2, n =
22), moderate BCD reduction (2501–5500 cells/mm2, n = 15),
and severe BCD reduction (0–2500 cells/mm2, n = 7). As
shown in Table 3, 22% of eyes (4/18) that had a clinical
score #4 (mild stage based on clinical grading) had a BCD
that was within the normal range. Among 13 eyes that were
classified as having as severe LSCD by clinical examination

TABLE 1. Demographics of Patients With LSCD and Normal Controls

LSCD Mild Moderate Severe Control P

No. eyes (%) 48 18 (38) 17 (35) 13 (27) 9

Age (yr), mean 6 SD 60.1 6 19.7 49.1 6 15.9 64.5 6 21.3 69.6 6 16.0 48.8 6 20.1 0.11*

Sex 0.49*

Male, n (%) 25 (52.1) 9 (50.0) 10 (58.8) 6 (46.2) 6 (66.7)

Female, n (%) 23 (47.9) 9 (50.0) 7 (41.2) 7 (53.8) 3 (33.3)

Etiologies of LSCD, n (%)

Contact lens 15 (31.3) 9 (50.0) 5 (29.4) 1 (7.7)

Multiple surgeries 13 (27.1) 4 (22.2) 4 (23.5) 5 (38.5)

Drug toxicity 5 (10.4) 0 3 (17.6) 2 (15.4)

Stevens–Johnson syndrome 4 (8.3) 2 (11.1) 1 (5.9) 1 (7.7)

Chronic inflammation 4 (8.3) 1 (5.6) 2 (11.8) 1 (7.7)

Mucous membrane pemphigoid 3 (6.3) 1 (5.6) 1 (5.9) 1 (7.7)

Chemical injury 3 (6.3) 1 (5.6) 0 2 (15.4)

Idiopathic 1 (2.1) 0 1 (5.9) 0

*Comparing LSCD with controls.

TABLE 2. Central Corneal Basal Cell Density and Visual Acuity in Patients With LSCD and Controls

LSCD Mild Moderate Severe Control P*

No. eyes (%) 48 18 (38) 17 (35) 13 (27) 9

Total score, mean 6 SD 5.8 6 2.9 2.7 6 0.8 6.2 6 0.8 9.5 6 0.8 0 6 0 ,0.0001

CDVA logMAR, mean 6 SD 0.7 6 0.9 (N = 43) 0.2 6 0.5 (N = 17) 0.6 6 0.4 (N = 14) 1.6 6 1.1 (N = 12) 0.0 6 0.0 ,0.0001

BCD (cells/mm2), mean 6 SD 5387 6 2798 7121 6 1553 5512 6 2171 2821 6 3050 9252 6 445 ,0.0001

BCD reduction (%) 41.8 23.0 40.4 69.5 ref.

*Kruskal–Wallis test; ref., reference.
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(clinical score of 8–10), only 6 eyes had severe BCD
reduction, and 3 eyes had mild BCD reduction.

To increase the accuracy of the clinical scoring system
to quantify the severity of LSCD, a score of 1, 2, and 3 was
assigned to mild, moderate, and severe BCD reduction,
respectively. If BCD was in the normal range, a score of
0 was given. Representative confocal images of each
confocal grade are shown in Figure 3. A new classification
system in which the total scores were generated by addition
of the clinical scores and BCD scores was established. A total
score of 2 to 5 indicated the mild stage of LSCD, a score of 6
to 9 indicated the moderate stage, and a score of 10 to 13
indicated the severe stage. With this new classification
system, mild LSCD in 1 eye was reclassified as moderate
LSCD, moderate LSCD in another eye was reclassified as
severe LSCD, and severe LSCD in a third eye was
reclassified as moderate LSCD.

DISCUSSION
Accurate diagnosis of LSCD can be very challenging

because the clinical findings are often present in other
corneal diseases. Other diseases could be mistaken as
LSCD or the severity of LSCD could be misclassified
based on clinical examination alone.18,19 It is important to
ascertain the diagnosis of LSCD and its extent before
considering treatment options if possible. Accurate staging

of LSCD is important in monitoring disease progression
and treatment outcomes.

Previous studies showed that a significant reduction in
BCD was detected early in LSCD.14,15 Thus, BCD reduction
in the central cornea is likely an early finding that suggests
dysfunction of LSCs and could be used to assess the function
of LSCs. In early sectoral LSCD, a similar degree of limbal
BCD reduction was found in clinically affected and unaf-
fected limbal regions and global thinning of the epithelium
occurred in both the central cornea and limbus.15,16 These
findings suggest that LSCs are affected globally in eyes with
sectoral clinical presentation. These studies classified the
degree of LSCD mainly on the basis of the fluorescein
staining pattern (stippling vs. late staining), the presence of
corneal vascularization, and a previous history of recurrent
corneal erosion. The extent of ocular surface involvement was
not evaluated.

In the current study, we further refined the clinical
grading system by including the extent of limbal and corneal
involvement (Fig. 1). Using this refined clinical scoring
system, we reclassified LSCD as mild, moderate, and severe.
The correlation of central corneal BCD, visual acuity, and
LSCD severity graded by our new clinical grading system
was investigated. We used central corneal BCD to validate
the new clinical scoring system because BCD can be
quantified more objectively with the same standard, and
BCD measurements probably represent overall LSC function.

FIGURE 2. Box and whisker plots of the central corneal basal cell density (cells/mm2, left panel) and corrected distant visual acuity
in logMAR (right panel) in the control group and in patients with mild, moderate, and severe LSCD. Central corneal basal cell
density and corrected distance visual acuity in all patients with LSCD were significantly less than those in controls (*P , 0.0001).

TABLE 3. Central Corneal Basal Cell Density and Clinical Scoring

Clinical Grading
Normal

(.8576 cells/mm2)
Mild BCD Reduction
(5501–8576 cells/mm2)

Moderate BCD Reduction
(2501–5500 cells/mm2)

Severe BCD Reduction
(#2500 cells/mm2) Total

Control 9 (100%) 0 0 0 9

Mild (2–4 points) 4 (22%) 9 (50%) 5 (28%) 0 18

Moderate (5–7 points) 0 10 (59%) 6 (35%) 1 (6%) 17

Severe (8–10 points) 0 3 (23%) 4 (31%) 6 (46%) 13

Cornea � Volume 38, Number 1, January 2019 LSCD Clinical and Confocal Grading
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Using this new clinical grading system, we found that BCD
was significantly decreased in eyes with more severe stages of
LSCD. There is a significant correlation between the total
clinical score and the degree of BCD reduction.

Our clinical scoring system seemed to be in agreement
with BCD grading in a majority of the eyes. In eyes classified
as having mild or moderate LSCD by the clinical scoring
system, none in the mild category and only 1 eye (6%) in the
moderate category had a level of BCD that was classified as
severe LSCD (,2500 cells/mm2). Only 4 eyes classified as
having mild LSCD, and none in the moderate or severe stages
as determined by the clinical scoring system had a BCD
above the normal level (8576 cells/mm2).

We selected central visual axis involvement as one of
the 3 clinical criteria in the clinical scoring system because we
hypothesized that a larger area of central corneal involvement
probably is correlated with a more severe level of LSC
dysfunction/deficiency. This hypothesis was supported by our
finding of a positive correlation between the total clinical
score and the CDVA reduction. It is not surprising that
CDVA was significantly decreased in the more advanced
stage of disease because the likelihood of central corneal
involvement is greater in severe disease. However, in eyes
with other comorbidities, LSCD might not be the only cause
of reduced vision. Therefore, visual acuity was not included
in our clinical scoring system.

A slight decrease in limbal BCD in older age patients
has been reported.20 More importantly, a decrease in central

corneal BCD of 9% to 15% has been observed in patients
with diabetic retinopathy and of 17% to 27% in patients with
keratoconus.21–25 In our study, the average reduction in
central corneal BCD is far greater in patients with LSCD
(41.8%) than in patients with these other conditions. In
addition, epithelial cell morphologic changes in keratoconus
and diabetic retinopathy have not been reported. Therefore,
we believe that this larger reduction of central corneal BCD
in the current study is likely due to a generalized LSC
dysfunction/deficiency. However, in the mild stage of LSCD,
the average BCD reduction is 23%. Therefore, BCD reduc-
tion alone should not be used as the only diagnostic criterion
for the mild stage of LSCD. In patients with mild LSCD,
other parameters such as cell morphology, epithelial thick-
ness, and subbasal nerve density are likely necessary to aid in
the assessment of LSCD.

The leading etiologies of LSCD in the current study
were contact lens wearing (31%) and multiple ocular surface
surgeries (27%). The clinical presentation of corneal involve-
ment in these 2 conditions can differ from the presentation by
other conditions such as chemical burns or autoimmune
diseases. In LSCD caused by contact lens wear and multiple
ocular surgeries, superior limbus involvement is more
frequent: in the present series, it was affected in 85% of
eyes, whereas approximately 50% of other limbal locations
were affected. However, the fact that central corneal BCD
was similar in eyes with affected and unaffected superior
limbus suggests that, despite the different diagnoses among

FIGURE 3. Representative confocal images of
corneal basal epithelial cells in normal and LSCD.
Basal epithelial cells are compact and have clear
cell–cell junction in the normal eye (top left
panel). The size of epithelial cells is slightly larger
in LSCD with confocal grade 1 (top right panel),
and the cells became metaplastic in grade 2
(bottom left panel). In grade 3, cells with normal
corneal epithelial cell morphology are often not
detected (bottom right panel).
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patients, a decrease in BCD is a phenomenon common to all
eyes that have LSCD and is not limited to a specific condition
that leads to LSCD. Also, the clinical scoring system
proposed in this study consists of clinical examination of
limbal and corneal areas; therefore, we believe that this
clinical scoring method could be applied to LSCD caused by
other conditions in addition to those we examined.

There are limitations of the study. The current proposed
clinical scoring system is an initial attempt to assess the extent
of clinical presentation. Although a good correlation between
the clinical scoring system and more objective parameters, that
is, central corneal BCD and CDVA, was found, the clinical
scoring system was not precise in all eyes. Three eyes that had
a clinical grade of severe LSCD had only a mild reduction of
central corneal BCD, a finding that suggests that LSC function
was not severely compromised in these eyes. Therefore,
clinical presentation of LSCD alone is not sufficient to quantify
the degree of LSCD. A new classification system that combines
the clinical scores and BCD reduction scores may more
accurately quantify the severity of LSCD or LSC function.
Other quantifiable parameters such as limbal BCD, subbasal
nerve density, and epithelial thickness would be necessary to
establish more accurate staging of LSCD.11,12,14–17 In future
investigations, the classification system could be further refined
by including these quantifiable parameters. A larger prospec-
tive study would be necessary to further validate the
classification system.

In conclusion, there is a strong correlation between the
clinical scoring system and 2 objective parameters, that is,
central corneal BCD and CDVA. Clinical presentation alone
has limitations for quantifying the degree of LSCD. A
classification system can be established by combining central
corneal BCD and clinical presentation to stage LSCD.
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